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1  Pearl

of Freedom

David Pountney invented the race commentary in the
style of Peter Bromley. No such live commentaries
existed at this period, but it accurately reflects the
passage of the race up to Tattenham Corner where Ms
Davison intervened”

Words: David Pountney

Danni O’Neill soprano • Lydia Ward alto
James Edgeler tenor • Adam Jarman bass
Paul Griffiths organ
The Choir of Royal Holloway • London Mozart Players
Rupert Gough conductor

A number of contemporary voices give their immediate
response to the accident; the press of the day, King
George V and Queen Mary, via a diary entry later
discovered. They speak of the crash’s immediate impact
as a being serious but also an extreme nuisance to
everyone involved. But included here is a list of the
recovered contents from Emily’s handbag by the police
sergeant on duty Sergeant Bunn. This allows a more
intimate exploration of her intentions and leads us
seamlessly into a reaffirmation of musical material at
the opening of the work. A jagged rising line of unison
strings echoes the intensity and also instability of Emily
Davison’s state of mind as she prepared for that day.

The cantata Pearl of Freedom is musical record of the
events immediately leading up to the Derby of 1913,
the incident of the collision between Emily Davison and
the King’s horse Anmer, and its aftermath. The work
opens with words that Emily Davison wrote in her diary
about her passion for women’s suffrage. She uses the
expression ‘Pearl of Freedom’ to refer to the ultimate
prize of votes for women.
The text of the work, created by David Pountney is
drawn from from original sources. It juxtaposes factual
elements from the day; the horses names, the riders,
their numbers, their colours, with Emily Davison’s state
of mind. She is described in language that reflects the
description of the horses and her musical material is
heard in parallel with theirs. The music moves apace
carrying Pountney’s race commentary into the drama of
the crash between Emily and the horse, where they both
perilously tumble and fall.

The final episode of the piece is devoted to Emily’s
funeral which was a very large scale public affair with
50 thousand people in attendance. The music of this
section takes the form of a funeral march based around
one of the hymns that was sung on the day “Nearer my
God to Thee” with echoing quotes from Chopin Funeral
March which was played throughout the procession.
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Pearl of Freedom was commissioned by Rupert Gough
and The Choir of Royal Holloway, University of London
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Representation
of the People Act. It is a choral cantata in eight episodes
for choir and orchestra with a libretto by David Pountney
that tells the story of the Derby of 1913 where Emily
Davison ran out in front of the king’s horse.

Male chorus
No 1. Agadir. One hundred to one. Brown colt by
Acquascutum out of Poppits in a blue jacket with scarlet
belt and gold cap.
No 2. Louvois. Ten to one. Bay colt by Isinglass out of St.
Louvaine; dark blue, scarlet hooped sleeves and cap.
No 3. Aboyeur. One hundred to one. Bay colt by
Desmond out of Pawky. White jacket, black seams and cap.
No 4. Nimbus. Ten to one. Chestnut colt by Elf out of
Nephte in white, with green cap.
No 6. Great Sport. Twenty to one.
No 7. Craganour. Six to one favourite.
No 14. Anmer. Fifty to one.

The premiere of Pearl of Freedom was given by The
Choir of Royal Holloway, University or London with
London Mozart Players at St. John’s Smith Square,
7.30pm on 31st January 2018.

Libretto

Female chorus
Emily Davison – outcast – by rebellion out of the
bourgeoisie. “No, I don’t want to be good.” Obdurate,
difficult temperament, at odds with society and the
Suffragette movement. Frequently imprisoned, forcefed, self harmed. Haggard appearance. Bruised in
body and soul. Weighing in at 7 stone 8.5 pounds. “She
is impulsively inclined, and might do any rash act”.
Wednesday 4th June, 1913 – striding down Kingsway
– bought two suffragette flags – why? An enigmatic
smile… On to Victoria Station – 8 and 6 pence for a
third class return – note: return! - to Epsom Downs,
boarding a Derby Day Special. The Downs – a vast heap
of humanity carefully segregated by dress and class:
Flat caps, Boaters, Top Hats and Morning Coats. Lobsters

Episode 1: Prologue
Female chorus
The true suffragette is a warrior, the perfect Amazon,
who will sacrifice everything in order to win the Pearl of
Freedom for her sex: the Vote!
Male chorus (Alternative view)
The woman, the cat and the chimney should never leave
the house.
Episode 2: Before the Race – Runners and Riders
Full chorus
The 134th renewal of the Derby Stakes of 6,500
Sovereigns for entire colts and fillies foaled in 1910.
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for the toffs, jellied eels for the hoi-poloi. Touts, peep
Nimbus has been jostled – he’s fallen back, with only
shows, hurdy-gurdies, three-card tricksters, tap dancers, Anmer, Agadir and Day Comet behind him. And here
banjoists and strong-men.
they come down the hill – gathering ferocious speed on
the way with Aboyeur and Craganour still faster – and
And one determined woman, moving towards her date
here they are, turning Tattenham corner at full speed….
with destiny…
Episode 4: The Aftermath
Episode 3: The Race
Male chorus (Sergeant Bunn)
“I beg to report that at 3.10 p.m. I was on duty at
Male chorus
There they go, galloping down to the start. The favourite Tattenham Corner whilst the race for the Derby Cup was
Craganour compact, head in the air, excitable, Shogun
being run. Several horses passed by when a woman,
showing a powerful stride, the King’s horse Anmer in
supposed Emily Davison, ran out from under the fence
the purple and scarlet sleeves. Great Sport looking big
and held her hands up in front of His Majesty the King’s
and strong – a well put together horse. And the starter,
horse, whereby she was knocked down and rendered
Ernest Willoughby, is putting away his watch and calling unconscious.”
the riders: “Come forward Gentlemen please!”
Female chorus
And they’re under starters orders – Johnny Reiff in the
The King’s horse lies crippled, trapping Herbert Jones
centre on Craganour with Louvois and Aboyeur on the
underneath. The woman, dashed to the ground, lies
inside and Shogun and the King’s horse Anmer on the
curled up, motionless.
outside – and they’re OFF!
Craganour off to a good start, but Aboyeur draws clear
with Reiff playing a waiting game. Agadir and Day
Comet started poorly, but the favourite is beautifully
placed at this early stage, as they go up under the
mile and a quarter post with Aboyeur neck a neck with
Craganour and behind them come Aldegond, Nimbus,
Sun Yat, Louvois and a length or two behind Shogun,
Prue and Agadir as they reach the crest of the hill. And

Male chorus
The aftermath is tragic, abject, humiliating.
His Majesty the King: “I ran my horse Anmer in the Derby. At
Tattenham corner, a suffragette, Miss Davison, dashed out and
tried to catch Anmer’s bridle. Of course she was knocked down
and seriously injured and poor Herbert Jones and Anmer were
sent flying. Jones unconscious, badly cut, broken rib and slight
concussion, a most regrettable and scandalous proceeding.”
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Episode 7: The Funeral
Full chorus
But a dead Emily Davison was a heroine, a Martyr,
and granted a heroine’s funeral! 50,000 packed the
pavements…. the procession marched to the roll of
drums and the muffled chords of Chopin’s funeral
march. Suffragettes dressed in white, carrying Madonna
Lilies, in black, carrying purple irises, in purple, with
red peonies, followed by 50 hunger strikers. Then a
masterstroke: an empty carriage symbolising the absent
Mrs Pankhurst.

Female chorus
Queen Mary’s diary concludes:
“The horrid woman was injured but not seriously.”
Episode 5: Her Belongings
Full chorus
After the race was done, the bureaucracy of death
marched on. Sergeant Bunn recorded the pathetic
contents of Emily’s handbag.

Two suffragette flags... folded up…one return half
railway ticket from Epsom Race Course to Victoria, two
Episode 8: Epilogue
postal orders… one insurance ticket eight halfpenny
stamps… one handkerchief... one small black memo book Full chorus
She heard the call, and made the answer: “I come”.
in which was discovered the following text:
She offered up her life as a petition to the King and
Episode 6: Her Beliefs.
her prayer was answered 5 years later. On February
Female chorus
6th 1918 the Representation of the People Act granted
The true suffragette is a warrior, the perfect Amazon,
partial suffrage to women for the first time. Full female
who will sacrifice everything in order to win the Pearl of suffrage was granted ten years later. Emily Davison had
Freedom for her sex: the Vote!
won the Pearl of Freedom for her sex: the Vote!
The glorious and inscrutable Spirit of Liberty has but
one further penalty within its power, the surrender of life
itself. To lay down one’s life for friends, that is glorious,
selfless, inspiring! But to re-enact the tragedy of Calvary,
that is the last consummate sacrifice of the Militant!
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2-5 Arabesques

Let’s say I do,
Will I ring the bell?
How would I answer?
How should I answer,
And how will I stare at her face
As I touch the light wine
Seeping between her fingers.
How should I say hello…
And how will I take the pain
Of all these years?
Twenty years ago,
On an air-conditioned train,
I kissed her all through the night.

Words: Sa’adi Youssef b. 1934 (Iraq) • Nazir Kabbani
1923-1998 (Syria) • Abboud al Jabiri b. 1963 (Iraq)
Khaled Abdallah, b. 1970 (Gaza)
BBC Singers
Owain Park conductor
A commission for The King’s Singers, Arabesques are
settings of four short but highly evocative poems by
contemporary male Arab poets. Each tells the story of a
woman they have known and each is at a different stage
of life. ‘A Woman’, recalls a passionate encounter, ‘You
want’, muses on a woman’s acquisitiveness, ‘Fading’,
observes her gradual aging, ‘Seeds in Flight’, looks at
rebirth after death.

Sa’adi Youssef b. 1934 (Iraq)
II. You Want
You want, like all women,
Solomon’s treasure.
You want pools of pleasure,
Combs of Ivory.
You want a horde of slaves.
Sharazad, like all women want.
You want me to give you
The stars, the heavens.
You want me to give you
The stars in the heavens.

‘Fading’ was premiered at the London A Cappella
Festival, on 29th January 2015. ‘A Woman’, and ‘Seeds
in Flight’, were premiered at The American School in
Doha, on May 7th 2015 with “You Want” finally included
in the set at the Dubai Proms of 2017 where it was
performed by the BBC Singers.
I. A Woman
How will I drag my feet to her now?
In which land will I see her,
And on which street of what city
Should I ask about her?
And if I find her house,

Nazir Kabbani 1923-1998 (Syria)
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IV. Seeds in Flight
An ancient woman, who has lived all the seasons.
Wanders the earth gathering camomile.
Each flower in her apron is a star,
Her apron is the sky.
When she reaches the house,
She strews them to dry
Like shells on a beach To bring good luck,
To whisper the future.
In the sun her tattoo glistens,
A star glints in her gold earing.
The camomile drys.
Her hand, hennaed with God’s names,
Spun the wool of the flock,
Embroidered the wedding clothes,
Gathered the dried flowers.
But next season, when the future arrived,
It silenced the whispers.
She was buried with her ancestors.
And yet as if by chance,
As if by magic,
As if by miracle
The camomile grows each season.
Many seeds have flown.
These seeds remain.

III. Fading
Imagine where this dove will go;
Imagine when her wings turn grey,
When her call grows old.
Will she turn to the mirrors of young sparrows
Who slide into delusion?
Or will a deaf sparrow offer her
A perch to sing?
How will she apologise to a traveller
Wanting to stroke her feathers
When the flock scatters?
How will she strut through the courtyard
Or impress the grass?
Will she look for a kind boy to grind her
A grain of wheat,
Or an old flame to relight aging passions?
Perhaps she will divide her sadness
Between a window and a metal cage.
Perhaps she’ll become a professional mourner
At the funerals of birds.
Imagine where this dove will go
When the trees donate their lowest branch.
Imagine when neighbours
Are indifferent to her past.
Abboud al Jabiri b. 1963 (Iraq)

Khaled Abdallah b. 1970 (Gaza)
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6  Weighing

the Earth

Texts

Words: Assaaleek Band and Amal Kassir
BBC Singers
Owain Park conductor

We decamped Oh homeland, The journey ongoing Oh
time! Where are you taking us? We departed! Our Souls
departed! I left my heart behind To guard my home I left
the broken door The destroyed fence I miss each and
every one I miss neighbours I miss my people I yearn for
souls departed.

In 2017 I heard Assaaleek Band for the first time, a
band of Syrian musicians living in Beirut. One song
particularly struck me. The singers all strummed wide
frame drums as they intoned an old Arabic song. The
melody was repetitive and melismatic and the lyrics
reflected on the recent loss and destruction of their
homeland, Syria.

Words by Assaaleek Band to a traditional melody

My grandmother always had food on the table even
when the tyrant put checkpoints outside her door. Her
defiance made meal times a battle her family would
always win.

I asked the band whether I might be able to borrow
their song to use it my own composition, they were
happy to let me do this. I chose to pair this music
with a text by Syrian American activist Amal Kassir, a
performance poet brought up in Denver whose poem
“My Grandmother’s Farm” I had come across. Amal was
happy for me to set some extracts which paired well
as both texts reflect on the values of ‘home’: Assaaleek
Band lament the loss and destruction of their home and
Amal Kassir talks about how her grandmother believed
that the earth could not be broken by the tyrant, it
would not yield to him and eventually he would be
returned to it.

When the war started, even the rivers ran away. For the
hands of a militant aren’t like the hands of a farmer.
Bullets and earth can’t speak to each other. Blood will not
make crops grow.
And the tyrant; the dirt is waiting for him. He will learn his
grave; feel the weight of the entire country on his chest.
Extracts from ‘My Grandmother’s farm’ by Amal Kassir:
Many thanks to Assaleek Band for kindly allowing
me to use their version of this traditional Syrian song
and thanks also to Amal Kassir for allowing me to use
extracts of her poem “My grandmother’s Farm”. Amal is
represented by Book A Muslim. To learn more about her,
visit bookamuslim.com/amal-kassir.
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7 Flare

BBC Symphony Orchestra
Edward Gardner conductor
The orchestral work Flare takes its name from the
opening paragraph of a short story called ‘Oil Field’
by the Saudi writer Mohammed Hasan Alwan about a
young boy’s excitement at seeing the first flares of a
new oil field on the horizon. The story reveals through
a child’s naive eyes the mixed fortunes that the oil
industry brings to his family’s conservative community.
It is the layering of the story that intrigues me and this
is what inspired the piece. The coexistence of things
both true and contradictory is very familiar and there is
a natural inclination to want to inhabit the world of the
thrilled child rather than the adult’s informed reality.
This conflict gives one’s perception a strangely wistful
tinge and this is a piece about wistfulness. Smooth
but angular lines of melody contrast against a steady
onward rhythmic propulsion: there are no changes of
speed in the piece, only variations in the pulse.

8 Sheikh

Zayed’s Parade

Onyx Brass • Tim Horton percussion
Niall Keatley, Dan Newell, Joe Atkins & Heidi Bennett
trumpets • Andrew Sutton horn • Amos Miller, Richard
Watkin, Dan Jenkins trombone • Dave Gordon-Shute
tuba • Tim Horton percussion
The inspiration for Sheikh Zayed’s Parade comes from
the Nabati poetry written by the ruler of Dubai, His
Highness Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum.
The poem that specifically inspired this piece of music
is a eulogy to Sheikh Zayed, who is thought of as the
founding father of the UAE. The Arabic title of the poem
is called ‘The Parade’, or in Arabic, ‘Harbyia’, which is
literally a ‘song of war’. The ‘Harbyia’ is a well-known
folk song of the region originating from the Bedouin
oral tradition.
The traditional ‘Harbyia’ melody is directly quoted in the
music at the opening and at the end of the piece. The
composer aims to capture the character of the Harbyia
dance: a massed celebration with men swaying their
staffs and young girls swirling their hair across from
one side to the other. Brass instruments were chosen for
the piece because they are fitting for the theme of the
music - a parade. The music’s rhythmic energy builds
to a climax of powerful harmonies but then gives way
to a more wistful middle section hinting at “the scent
10
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of musk and perfume being carried on the breeze”,
mentioned at the beginning of the poem. Imagery
derived from nature, is a characteristic of the Nabati
tradition of poetry.
The Premiere of this piece was given at the Gala
opening of the Emirates Airline Festival of Literature,
March 2011.
9 The

Tower

Andrew Rupp baritone
Greg Morris organ
Onyx Brass • The Choir of Royal Holloway
Rupert Gough conductor
Joanna Marsh wrote The Tower having spent six months
living in the centre of Dubai watching the construction
of the Burj Dubai, a one kilometre high tower, from the
building opposite where she lived for 18 months.
Joanna found in Burj Khalifa a resonance with the
Tower of Babel. Both were overwhelming architectural
conceptions demanding a massive workforce who like
worker bees crawling over it day and night. Something
about the dullness of the windowless exterior and its
megalithic monumental stature sewed the seeds that
grew into this piece. Both towers were the products of
a determined, ambitious nation that was seeking to
dominate the sky – the landscape, the horizon: God’s

world. The Tower uses a wide variety of sources to
create an imaginary account of the story of Tower of
Babel including the Bible, the Mishnah and the Qur’an.
The tale follows its inception, construction and ultimate
destruction.

Texts

Come, let us build us a city and a tower
Genesis 11:4

… Nimrod excited them to such an affront and contempt
of God. He was the grandson of Ham, the son of Noah, a
bold man, and of great strength of hand. He persuaded
them not to ascribe it to God, as if it were through his
means they were happy, but to believe that it was their
own courage which procured that happiness. He also
gradually changed the government into tyranny, seeing
no other way of turning men from the fear of God, but to
bring them into a constant dependence on his power…
The Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, in his Antiquities
of the Jews (c 94 AD)

Those who gave counsel to build the tower, for they
whom thou seest drove forth multitudes of both men
and women, to make bricks; among whom, a woman
making bricks was not allowed to be released in the
hour of child-birth, but brought forth while she was
making bricks, and carried her child in her apron, and
continued to make bricks.
11
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Third (Greek) Apocalypse of Baruch (or 3 Baruch, c 2nd
century)

and from thence did the Lord (Allah) scatter them
abroad upon the face of all the earth.

God has no right to choose the upper world for Himself,
and to leave the lower world to us; therefore we will
build us a tower, with an idol on the top holding a sword,
so that it may appear as if it intended to war with God.

The place wherein they built the tower is now called
Babylon, because of the confusion of that language
which they readily understood before; for the Hebrews
mean by the word Babel, confusion…

The Mishnah (c200 A.D.)

Genesis and the Qur’an

And they took a gimlet, and sought to pierce the
heavens, saying, Let us see (whether) the heaven is
made of clay, or of brass, or of iron.

Joanna Marsh

Third (Greek) Apocalypse of Baruch (or 3 Baruch, c 2nd
century)

And the Lord came down to see the city and the tower,
which the children builded. 6 And the Lord said, “If as
one people speaking the same language they have
begun to do this, then nothing they plan to do will be
impossible for them.
Genesis 11:5

… and he caused a tumult among them, by producing in
them diverse languages, and causing that, through the
multitude of those languages, they should not be able
to understand one another.
The Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, in his Antiquities
of the Jews (c 94 AD)

Described in The Guardian (2019) as one of today’s
leading composers for voice, Joanna Marsh is a British
composer who since 2007 has divided her time between
Dubai and the UK. Her life in the Middle East has
lead to many unique musical opportunities including
writing an orchestral work to celebrate the building of
the Burj Khalifa, a commission for the BBC Symphony
Orchestra for the BBC Proms in Dubai and a fanfare
for the Queen’s visit to Abu Dhabi. Her first opera was
also inspired by Dubai life: “My Beautiful Camel”,
collaborating on this with librettist David Pountney.
The inspiration for Joanna’s compositions often comes
from seeing contemporary subjects in a historical
perspective. For example, “The Tower” (2008) for the
BBC singers, organ and brass was a reflection on the
Burj Khalifa, Dubai’s famously tall tower, and its curious
parallels with the mythical Tower of Babel. The concert
was broadcast on BBC radio 3 UK.
12
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Joanna studied at Cambridge University and the
Royal Academy of Music, London. She was Composer
in Residence at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge
from 2015 through to 2020, and during that time
wrote a number of choral works for the college
choir and the college organ. She is a Co-Founder of
ChoirFest Middle East in Dubai, an annual celebration
of the region’s choral music scene which reached its
eighth edition in March 2020. She is also Founder
and Artistic Director of the Dubai Opera Festival
Chorus, a large body of singers that was set up for
the BBC Proms in Dubai and continues to undertake
concert performances of various types across the
UAE. Joanna was an undergraduate at the Royal
Academy of Music in London and following this,
organ scholar at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.
She studied composition with Richard Blackford and
Judith Bingham.
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ENSEMBLES & ORCHESTRAS

BBC Symphony Orchestra

BBC Singers

Sofi Jeannin Chief Conductor
Bob Chilcott Principal Guest Conductor
The BBC Singers is one of the UK’s finest choirs,
performing an exceptional range of choral music at the
highest standard, aimed at the widest audiences. Recent
concerts have featured music by composers including
William Byrd, Orlando Gilbbons, Naji Hakim, Anders
Hillborg, Emily Howard, Thea Musgrave, Henry Purcell,
Cecilia McDowall, Judith Weir, Ralph Vaughan Williams
and Roderick Williams.
The BBC Singers perform an annual series of concerts
at Milton Court Concert Hall in London and appear at
the BBC Proms each year. Based at the BBC’s Maida
Vale Studios, the choir also gives free performances in a
number of venues, as well as making regular appearances
at major festivals in the UK and beyond, with the vast
majority of performances broadcast on BBC Radio 3. The
world-class ensemble shares its enthusiasm and creative
expertise through a nationwide outreach programme.

The BBC Symphony Orchestra has been at the heart of
British musical life since it was founded in 1930. It plays
a central role in the BBC Proms, performing around a
dozen concerts there each year, including the First and
Last Nights.
The BBC SO performs an annual season of concerts
at the Barbican, where it is Associate Orchestra. In
addition to performances with Chief Conductor Sakari
Oramo, Principal Guest Conductor Dalia Stasevska and
Creative Artist in Association Jules Buckley, the BBC
SO works regularly with Semyon Bychkov, holder of
the Günter Wand Conducting Chair and Conductor
Laureate Sir Andrew Davis. The BBC SO’s commitment
to contemporary music is demonstrated by a range of
premieres each season, as well as Total Immersion days
devoted to specific composers or themes.
Central to the orchestra’s life are studio recordings
for BBC Radio 3, which are free to attend, as well as
performances around the world and the vast majority
of performances are broadcast on BBC Radio 3 and
available for 30 days after broadcast on BBC Sounds.

bbc.co.uk/singers
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The BBC Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, alongside
the BBC Concert Orchestra, BBC Singers and BBC
Proms as part of Get Involved, offer family concerts
and enjoyable, adventurous and innovative education
work which includes singing workshops, family-friendly
introductions to concerts, the BBC Family Orchestra &
Chorus and more. There is something for everyone –
schools, families, students and amateur musicians of all
ages.
bbc.co.uk/symphonyorchestra

The Choir of Royal Holloway
The Choir of Royal Holloway is considered to be one
of the finest mixed-voice collegiate choirs in Britain.
Their recordings on the Hyperion label have attracted
top reviews from all major music publications. The
choir gives 50-plus concerts a year with a particular
specialism in collaborating with living composers. The
choir has collaborated, performed and recorded with
many prestigious ensembles, including The King’s
Singers, BBC Singers, London Mozart Players, Tallinn
Chamber Orchestra, Onyz Brass, Fretwork, and the
Britten Sinfonia.

broadcasts. In addition to these, Royal Holloway is
also the only university that still maintains a tradition
of daily sung morning services. The choir has been
fortunate to sing at a number of high-profile events
including the 2014 Festival of Remembrance at the
Albert Hall (live on BBC TV), an awards ceremony at
Buckingham Palace and performing a new John Rutter
commission for the Magna Carta 800th anniversary
in front of HM The Queen, the Prime Minister and
Archbishop of Canterbury. The choir regularly sing at
festivals, including at Presteigne in 2018. The choir also
has a large discography, including 7 on the Hyperion
Label. Their recent disc (Ola Gjeilo: Winter Songs) was
No. 1 in the UK and US classical chart, and forthcoming
projects include recordings for George Arthur, Carson
Cooman and Dan Locklair. In the summer of 2019 the
choir travelled to Paris to record a recently rediscovered
Mass by Pierre Villette with Sarah Fox.
chapelchoir.co.uk

London Mozart Players
The London Mozart Players, the UK’s longest established
chamber orchestra, was founded in 1949 by Harry
Blech to delight audiences with the works of Mozart and
Created at the time of the foundation of Royal Holloway Haydn, and is known for its unmistakable British roots.
in 1886, the choir was originally only for women’s voices. Over the last seventy years, the LMP has developed
an outstanding reputation for adventurous, ambitious
The mixed choir now comprises 24 Choral Scholars
programming from Baroque through to genre-crossing
who undertake a busy schedule of weekly services, as
contemporary music, and continues to build on its long
well as concerts, international tours, recordings and
15
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history of association with many of the world’s finest
artists including Sir James Galway, Dame Felicity Lott,
Jane Glover, Howard Shelley, Nicola Benedetti, James
Ehnes, John Suchet and Simon Callow.
The London Mozart Players performs on London’s
premier concert platforms, including the Royal Festival
Hall, St John’s Smith Square and Cadogan Hall, as well
as cathedrals and other venues across the UK and has
been the resident orchestra at Croydon’s Fairfield Halls
for 30 years. The orchestra also enjoys an international
reputation, touring extensively throughout Europe and
the Far East, most recently Dubai and Hong Kong, and
records frequently for Naxos, Chandos, CPO, Signum
and Hyperion Records.
LMP is the only professional orchestra in the UK to be
managed operationally and artistically by the players.
The orchestra has enjoyed the patronage of HRH The
Earl of Wessex since 1988.
lmp.org

Onyx Brass
Having celebrated its 25th anniversary in the 2017-18
season, Onyx Brass continues to be the leading light in
establishing the brass quintet as a medium for serious
chamber music, presenting it in the entertaining and
articulate style that has become the group’s trademark.

BBC Music Magazine described the group as “easily the
classiest brass ensemble in Britain”, and Gramophone
hailed “some of the most thrilling chamber brassplaying of its kind”. Onyx and its five recordings are
also regularly featured on BBC Radio 3. The group has
commissioned and performed the world premières
of well over 100 new works, with many more in the
pipeline.
Education is a large part of the remit of Onyx Brass:
workshops and master-classes range from Primary
School to the Juilliard School. The group is currently
resident ensemble of Imperial College, University of
London. Work with singers also forms a central part
of Onyx’s work, often under the auspices of the John
Armitage Memorial trust, with whom Onyx Brass has
been affiliated since its inception.
onyxbrass.co.uk

CONDUCTORS
Edward Gardner
Chief Conductor of the Bergen Philharmonic since
October 2015, Edward Gardner has led the orchestra
on multiple international tours, including performances
in Berlin, Munich and Amsterdam, and at the BBC
Proms and Edinburgh International Festival. Edward
was recently appointed Principal Conductor Designate
of the London Philharmonic Orchestra, with his tenure
16
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commencing in September 2021.

Born in Gloucester in 1974, Edward was educated
at Cambridge and the Royal Academy of Music. He
In demand as a guest conductor, the previous
went on to become Assistant Conductor of The Hallé
two seasons saw Edward debut with the New York
and Music Director of Glyndebourne Touring Opera.
Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rundfunk- His many accolades include being named Royal
Sinfonieorchester Berlin, Wiener Symphoniker and
Philharmonic Society Award Conductor of the Year
the Royal Opera House in a new production of Káťa
(2008), an Olivier Award for Outstanding Achievement
Kabanová (praised as a ‘magnificent interpretation’ by
in Opera (2009) and receiving an OBE for Services to
The Guardian); while returns included engagements
Music in the Queen’s Birthday Honours (2012).
with the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, Philharmonia
Orchestra and Orchestra del Teatro alla Scala di Milano. Rupert Gough
In April 2019, he conducted the London Philharmonic
Rupert Gough has been director of Choral Music and
Orchestra at the Lincoln Center in New York.
College Organist at Royal Holloway, University of
London since 2005. He is also Organist and Director
He also continues his longstanding collaborations with
of Music at London’s oldest surviving church, Saint
the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, where he Bartholomew the Great, which maintains a professional
was Principal Guest Conductor from 2010-16, and the
choir. At Royal Holloway Rupert has developed the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, whom he has conducted at
choral programme to include weekly choral recitals,
both the First and Last Night of the BBC Proms.
choral conducting courses for undergraduates, frequent
An exclusive Chandos recording artist, Edward’s projects new choral commissions and transformed the Chapel
with the Bergen Philharmonic have included music
Choir into an elite group of 24 choral scholars. The Choir
by Sibelius, Grieg, Janáček, Bartók and Schoenberg.
has particularly come to prominence through their
With the BBC Symphony he has focused on Elgar and
series of recordings for Hyperion Records. Their latest
Walton and released acclaimed discs of Lutoslawski and recording of the music of Ola Gjeilo with Decca Classics
Szymanowski. He recently released the complete set of was top of the US and UK classical charts. The choir is
Mendelssohn symphonies and overtures with the City of now in demand for recording work from a variety of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra.
record labels, composers and orchestras and travels
widely for concert performances.
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Rupert was a chorister at the Chapels Royal, St. James’s
Palace, and won a scholarship to the Purcell School. He
received (with distinction) a Masters degree in English
Church Music from the University of East Anglia whilst
Organ Scholar at Norwich Cathedral. For 11 years he was
Assistant Organist at Wells Cathedral during which time
he made around 30 CD recordings as accompanist and
director. Rupert has worked with a variety of professional
ensembles including the BBC Singers, King’s Singers,
Britten Sinfonia, London Mozart Players and Tallinn
Chamber Orchestra. As an organist he has performed
widely as an organ soloist and as a part of a violin and
organ duo. Highlights include the Saint-Saëns Organ
Symphony with the Hong Kong Philharmonic and
recitals in Moscow and across the USA.

have been lauded for their interpretation of renaissance
and contemporary music.
Owain is a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists
(FRCO), and was awarded the Dixon Prize for
improvisation, having been Senior Organ Scholar at
Wells Cathedral and Trinity College Cambridge.
He was a Tenebrae Associate Artist for two seasons,
and has worked with ensembles including The Sixteen,
Gabrieli Consort, and Polyphony.
owainpark.co.uk

Owain Park
Owain Park was born in Bristol in 1993. His compositions
are published by Novello, and have been performed
internationally by ensembles including the Tallis
Scholars and the Aurora Orchestra. While at Cambridge
University he studied orchestration with John Rutter,
before undertaking a Masters degree in composition.
As a conductor, he maintains a busy schedule of
projects with ensembles including the BBC Singers,
the Academy of Ancient Music, Cappella Cracoviensis,
and Cambridge Chorale. His own vocal consort, The
Gesualdo Six, tour extensively around the world and
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